24 March 2017

From Mrs Irwin— What another fantastic week it has been
in and around Oxspring! The children shared some lovely work in
‘Excellent Learning’ this week and the chosen reading champions
are fabulous role models for the other children. Not only do we
have hungry readers, but ravenous readers too by all accounts! I
absolutely loved this year’s Sports Day on Wednesday and was
simply overwhelmed by the wonderful support from parents /
carers and family members. Thank you so much to everyone who
came along and for the amazing work from Mr West and the rest
of the team. The children were real superstars and everyone threw
themselves into all of the events with such enthusiasm and
positivity! A selection of photographs can be seen below. Many
thanks to everyone for your donations for Red Nose Day today.
Look out for the photographs on page 2. The dressing up effort
was at its usual high standard and the children looked great!
Finally, I had the pleasure of meeting Elaine Wylley (the founder of
the Daily Mile) this week. The local authority are on a mission to
develop the daily mile across all primary schools in Barnsley due to
its tremendous benefits and impact on pupil health and wellbeing.
I felt incredibly proud to know that we are among only a handful of
schools so far in the local authority to be committed to the daily
mile and have been for some time. Wishing you a very happy
weekend and ‘Happy Mother’s Day’ to all our wonderful Mums in
and around Oxspring!

SPORTS DAY— On Wednesday 22nd March, the whole of
Oxspring Primary School descended onto The Institute of Sport in
Sheffield for the annual Oxspring Sports
Day! The children completed a wide variety
of events and races in their house teams
and showed excellent team spirit
throughout the day! A special assembly to
celebrate the results will take place next
week—watch out for more details in next
week’s newsletter! Further information will
shortly be sent out
regarding
the
professional
photographs
which
were taken on the day .

EXCELLENT LEARNERS 23.3.17
Meet this week’s excellent learners who
should be very proud of their
achievements. The teachers choose one
child for showing a positive attitude
towards learning in any aspect of the
curriculum, as well as a second child for
being a reading champion (RC).
Class 1: Harvey W—For fantastic writing of a pirate menu!
Lucas K — For super reading and recognising key words! (RC)
Class 2: : Alfred D—For wonderful topic homework.
Winnie H– For being so enthusiastic about reading. (RC)
Class 3: Ila F—For perseverance in maths.
Scarlett T—For brilliant reading, using lovely tone and expression!
(RC)
Class 4: Jacob H—For super persuasive writing.
Lucy W—For being a ravenous, hungry reader! (RC)
Class 5: Alice H—For superb work on finding areas!
Annabelle W—For being an enthusiastic and mature hungry
reader! (RC)

FAIR FUNDING LETTER— Many thanks to the
many parents / carers and family members who have
signed the fair funding letters to Angela Smith (MP) and
Justine Greening (Education Secretary) on behalf of the
school. If anyone still hasn't had the chance to sign a letter
and would like to do so, copies can be collected from the
office or downloaded from our website. We have 2 large
envelopes full of responses ready to post!

ATTENDANCE—Well done to Class 1 and 4 for achieving
the highest attendance again in the last week, with 98.6%
Fantastic ! Class 5 came next with 97.6% , followed closely by
Class 2 with 97.5 Finally Class 3 achieved 87.4%.

Roving Reporters
Class 1 - This week Class 1 wrote about their mums for
mother’s day! For maths, they looked around their class for
3D shapes and they counted how many faces each shape
had. On Wednesday they went to the EIS along with the rest
of the school for sports day. “The 200m was very fun!”
Jenson explained. Finally on Thursday they did some
Maypole dancing “ I held a long red ribbon!” said Eliza . (By
Lucy W and Alice H)

Class 2 - In amazing, fantastic maths this week, Class 2
were partitioning numbers! “We’ve also been adding
numbers too,” Ziggy said. The children have been inspired
by sports day to write some amazing reports. For their topic
work they did an amazing bug hunt and used that data to
make a tally and then used that to make a bar chart. (By
Macie and Laura)

RED NOSE DAY 2017—Many thanks to everyone for the
fantastic ‘make us laugh’ outfits for Red Nose Day today.
It was also wonderful to see so many people at
the ‘980s Danceathon’ before school this
morning! Thank you also for the donations for
the bun sale. So far, we have managed to raise
£397
for this
worthy
cause.

Class 3 - Class 3 have been learning about co-ordinates on
maps and using directions. They have also been problem
solving using short division. In their English work, they have
been writing instructions for Yogi Bear. Mrs Wright set a
challenge to make sculptures in the style of Henry Moore.
Class 3 loved sports day this week too! Eliot said “It was fun
and challenging!”. (By Sam and Jake A)

MAYPOLE DANCING—We are absolutely thrilled to
report that we finally managed to dust
down our Maypole (which was very
kindly donated to us by the Parish
Council last year) and began using it this
week with Class 1 and 2 children. Many
thanks to Mrs Williams for coming along
to teach the children. The children did an
amazing job and we were so proud of
everyone for their super effort!

Class 4 - Division and multiplication have been the
subjects of maths in the classroom for Class 4. They were
also solving challenging word problems using what they
know about maths. In English, letters of complaint are being
sent to Yogi Bear after he stole picnics from the park! They
are also persuading people to come to Penistone and Jacob
even got excellent learning for his writing! Their new focus
is ‘Yellowstone Park’ in topic work and they will be doing
more on this next week For P.E they are having a great
learning experience dancing. Harriet said ‘We are having a
great time!’ In computing with Mr West, they were learning
how to use Microsoft Excel. Finally, in science it was all
about how the ear works. (By Jake & Noveed)

Class 5 - This week, Class 5 have been focussing on the
area of parallelograms and triangles using a fabulous
formula. They have also been planning their own
experiments, with Mrs Taylor, which they will carry out next
week. In English, they have been telling the difference
between subordinating and co-ordinating conjunctions. ‘I
thought that ‘FANBOYS’ (For And Nor But Or Yet So) was
really helpful!’ exclaimed Sarah T. Jessica L stated that they
were asked to find the following; range, median, mode and
finally the average of actual results from sports day. On
Wednesday, the students of Class 5 were at the EIS all day
for sports day. (By Annabelle & Hazel )

PTA MEETING—We will be holding a brief PTA
meeting at school on Monday 27th March at 2.45pm
to talk about Oxspring’s plans for the Tour De
Yorkshire at the end of April. We look forward to
seeing you there if you can make it.

Dates for your diary:










Year 2 SATs meeting at 3.30pm today in Class 2
Easter Raffle tickets on sale from Monday 27th March
2017
Year 1 phonics meeting at 6pm on Monday 27th March in
Class 2
Netball on Monday 3rd April @ PGS with Year 5 and 6
‘Fit Thursday ‘on Thursday 6th April (Theme is Abba Day)
Oxspring Mile on Friday 7th April
Easter Raffle & Art competition
Term ends on Friday 7th April . Return on Monday 24th
April.
Year 6 SATs start week beginning Monday 8th May.

Wishing you a lovely and safe
weekend from all the staff and

